
Pre-Bronze/Student Teacher Quickstep 48-52 mpm   

1. Quarter Turn to Right 
2. Natural Turn 
3. Natural Turn w Hes. 
4. Natural Pivot Turn 
5. Natural Spin Turn 
6. Progressive Chasse 
7. Chasse Reverse Turn 
8. Forward Lock 
 

ISTD Homework for Olga 
Feb. 18, 2019 

1-How are the 1st three steps of natural turn similar to the chasse reverse turn? 
 
 
 
2-There is a major difference in amount of turn possibilities for 1-3 of a natural turn when com-
pared to the chasse reverse turn. What is that major difference? 
 
 
3-How is the natural turn steps 4-6 different from the natural turn with hesitation 4-6? How is the 
quickstep natural turn with hesitation 4-6 different from the waltz hesitation change 4-6? 
 
 
 
4-What is normal sway in quickstep? _______ Mark the sway next to the figures on the list.  
 
5-What follows chasse reverse turn using only Student Teacher figures? ______________ 
 
6-On step 6 of the natural spin turn the lady’s and the man’s foot positions are not natural oppo-
site. There is another figure that has step 2 unmatched. What is it?  
 
7-Dance the natural pivot in the corner commenced facing DW and end facing DW of the new 
LOD. How much turn on step 4? _________Dance the natural pivot along the side of the room 
commenced facing DW and end facing the LOD. How much turn on step 4? _________Could 
you follow with the natural spin turn? _____Could you follow with the 1/4 turn to right? ______ 
 
8-Why would this combo probably not be a good plan? Quarter turn to right, progressive chasse, 
forward lock, natural pivot, natural spin turn.  
 
9-Can you dance the full natural spin turn near the corner? ________ 
 
10-What is missing in this combo? 1/4 turn to right, natural with hesitation, chasse reverse, pro-
gressive chasse?______________ 
 
11-Give the teaching count for the listed figures above.  
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